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B. Steps to configure Local ISP SIP Trunk

1. Make sure the phone number(s), username, authorisation 
username, password and server IP / domain details that you 
received from the Local ISP are ready. 

2. Go to Telephony >> Register >> SIP Trunks and fill in the fields 
shown below by the values in step 1 above. 

1. One thing that will always be needed is a queue. In 
Telephony >> Register >> Queues, Create the different 
queues for your departments or divisions. The example below 
shows a queue for the Trading Division of an organisation. 
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3. Go to Telephone >> Register >> PBX Connections and 
Operations Menu >> Update Asterisk Configuration. 

At this point you have everything that you need to connect to a 
Telephone Server. If you open communications centre, it will show 
a green wireless icon with the text “Server(s): Local Asterisk 
Installation” as shown below. 

C. Steps to configure organisation phone system.

Repeat this step to create more queues for the other divisions 
or departments as required in the organisation. 

2. Create a menu in Telephony >> Register >>Menus . A menu 
will provide the caller with different queue options available.  

Specify the SIP Trunk, the phone number, the times and the 
queues in the matrix. 



Finishing

Configuration is now complete. As a result:

all users should be able to login to their 
respective queues. 

all users can receive incoming calls via the SIP 
Trunk. 

all users can make outgoing calls via the SIP 
Trunk. 

3. Create PBX Sounds in Telephony >> Settings >> PBX 
Sounds . First first the PBX Sound with an event type of Menu 
Message and link it to the Main Menu queue. 

Record a .wav sound file with the different queue options. 
Make sure that the file is sampled at 8kHz and the channel 
type should be mono. Attach the recorded .wav file to this PBX 

4. Create PBX Sounds for every queue that you have but their 
PBX Sounds must have an event type of Initial Queue 
Message and you can record a music on hold and attach it to 
it. . Example below shows the PBX Sound for the Trading 
Division Queue. 
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5. At this point the configuration is done. Login into one of the 
queues to be able to make and receive calls. To login to a 
queue, go to Communications Centre >> Operations Menu >> 
Queues. Select a queue and click Login. 


